Localizer task. We used a similar approach used by Leech et al. (1) to localize speech-selective responses in the l-STS, where they found learning-related changes after incidental sound category learning in the videogame. To ensure that participants remained alert during the task, we intermixed visuo-motor and auditory trials.
durations. The response duration and key-press behaviors varied considerably (e.g., continuous key press or discrete key strokes) because participants freely made motor responses in the videogame without any limits or restrictions. Thus, participants' motor responses were binned based on the response duration (1 TR, 2 TR, ≥3TR) for each hand to separately model the BOLD time series of brief, intermediate, and long motor responses. These regressors respectively modeled the BOLD response across 15 s, 16.5 s, and 18 s from the motor response onset. The hemodynamic response to feedback was estimated using two separate regressors, one for correct and the other for incorrect feedback. These regressors modeled the BOLD response across 15 s from the onset of feedback presentation.
Behavioral analysis. We examined whether the two groups (experimental vs. control) exhibited different category generalization from the videogame training. To this end, we analyzed trial-wise categorization accuracy using a logistic mixed-effects model implemented in lme4 in R (v3. 3.3) . For each sound category type (offset vs. onset), we ran a separate model that included fixed factors of Group (experimental vs. control) and Sound Exemplar type (trained vs. novel), with participants as a random factor (also see Table S1 for the result of a full model testing all three factors). Any significant effects found in the model were followed up by post-hoc testing using differences of least-square means (lsmeans in R). Furthermore, we also evaluated whether the videogame training was effective in inducing category learning of the sounds, by using separate one-sample t-tests against chance level of performance (i.e., 0.25) for each participant group. Lastly, in order to evaluate whether the videogame training promotes auditory category learning (3), we performed a correlation analysis between participants' game performances and post-test category generalization performances for both category types.
Results
Further analysis of behavioral response patterns. Because there were four sound categories (two onset-and two offset-sweep categories), the chance categorization accuracy is at 0.25. However, it is of note that the two coarse category types (i.e., onsetvs. offset-sweeps) can be readily distinguished from each other based on differences in carrier frequencies and the timing of the frequency sweep ( Fig. 1 ) without training. Thus, although participants in the control group experienced two sets of randomly sampled onset-sweep category exemplars, they should be capable of achieving above-chance categorization accuracy (i.e., >0.25) in novel generalization by coarsely distinguishing onset-vs. offset-sweep categories, even without making fine-grained distinctions within the onset-and offset-sweep category types.
Here, we examined whether the control group's novel generalization performance and in-scanner game performance can be explained by this ability to coarsely distinguish onset-vs. offset-sweep categories, rather than fine-grained distinction of categories within the onset and offset-sweep sound distributions. Based on the categorization response patterns to novel sound exemplars ( Fig. S1A ), we quantified the proportions of errors in distinguishing the coarse, onset vs. offset categories (i.e., between-category confusion errors) and the errors in distinguishing the two categories within each of the onset and offset category types (i.e., within-category confusion errors).
We found that the control group participants coarsely discriminated onset-vs. offset-sweep categories from each other, but exhibited high confusion in distinguishing between the two onset categories ( Fig. S1A , right). As predicted, the control group's generalization performance as well as the in-scanner game performance can only be reliably explained by the between-category confusion error rates, but not by the within-category confusion errors ( Fig. S1B -C, right). This pattern indicates that the control group's sound category learning of onset-sweeps is limited to coarse distinctions the onset-sweep versus offset-sweep categories.
On the contrary, the experimental group participants exhibited reliable categorization of all four categories ( Fig. S1A , left). We found that the experimental group's generalization performance as well as the in-scanner game performance can be reliably explained by the proportions of response errors derived from between-category confusion and within-category confusion (Fig. S1B-C, left). This pattern indicates that the experimental group can discriminate onset-vs. offset-sweep categories from each other as well as the two categories within each category type. 
O set categories

Onset categories
Coef. Estimates (at peak) (6)). The striatum learns value-based stimulus representations (i.e., functional utility of the sound information in the game). The striatum accrues information on each game trial for all listeners. However, when the stimuli comprise a coherent category space, the experimental group builds accumulated knowledge about the sound category-level information that can be generalized across exemplars within each category. On the contrary for the control group, knowledge about each onset sound exemplar does not accumulate in a statistically coherent manner. Thus, although the striatum learns functional value of the onset sounds in the control group condition, the knowledge is not as useful in guiding behavior on subsequent trials in the videogame, or generalizing to novel exemplars. 
